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Nbc sports gold live chat

One of the most romantic notions of American life is the idea of beating her rich simply by gold prospecting. While gold prospecting found a peak during the 1900s, it is even more than possible to earn a living from finding gold. Considering a variety of methods, you can learn between and other cases of gold prospecting and turn it into your own version of a small business. Learn
how to look for gold. There are a variety of different ways to prospect, from gold panning to using metal detectors. The best way to learn to expect gold is to take a gold prospecting class. While finding gold is best learned under the instruction of an experienced gold-seeker veteran, there are also a variety of books and DVDs describing the many ways to find gold. A combination
of instruction and private research is the best way to learn how to prospect. Set a daily fee for your gold prospecting. Once you've learned how to prospect effectively and efficiently, you'll want to determine how much money you need to make each month to be comfortable. By dividing this number by the number of days you'll spend prospecting each month, you can determine
how much you need to find to meet your goal. Adjust your goals as you become more competent in prospecting. Sell your gold to a local dealer. The most important aspect of turning your gold prospecting into a full-time job is finding a dealer that will give you a respectable payout for the gold you sell. Check with a variety of gold dealers in your area to determine who you will work
with regularly. Forging a long-term working relationship with a trusted gold distributor is a key aspect of earning a living by prospecting gold. Tips Gold prospecting has a fairly steep learning curve; don't give up if you find it hard to locate gold. Warnings Before selling your gold, familiarize yourself with on-the-go rates to make sure you don't take advantage of a dishonest dealer. Do
you like watching sports in the middle of the night? Then we have an event for you. The 2019 Rugby World Cup has been underway since the end of September, and the tournament is warming up this weekend with the quarter-finals. The trap? The host country this year is Japan, meaning Americans who want to watch live games will have to wake up earlier (or stay awake later)
to enjoy them. But look, if you really like the sport of rugby, it might be worth it. Here's the weekend lineup: Saturday, October 19, 3:15 a.m. ET: England v. Australia Saturday, 19 October, 6:15 a.m. ET: New Zealand v Ireland Sunday, 20 October, 3:15 a.m. ET: Wales v. France Sunday, 20 October 6:15 a.m. ET: Japan v. South Africa Matches continue with matches continue with
matches next week and culminate with the final game on November 2 for cable cutters in the United States who want to stream all live games on their computers or smartphones, you'll need access to a Rugby World World NBC Sports Gold Pass, which costs $100. The good news is, you can also buy individual games for $35 and watch them live and on demand. You can find
more information about that service here. NBC Sports will broadcast select games on NBC and NBCSN. You can stream them live using pay TV credentials on the NBC Sports website or through the following streaming services: Sling TV PlayStation Vue Hulu With Live TV YouTube TV FuboTV But keep in mind that only a few games remain that are not blocked behind the Gold
service, so it's probably not worth signing up for a standalone service at this time. Now go enjoy your night rugby, but try to keep it down. I'm going to sleep! Lifewire uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Lifewire, you agree to our use of cookies. Source: Getty Images Aging folks will always have a love for old times, but it's undeniable that video games
used to be simpler than it is now. In the '80s and '90s, all you needed was a console and a game and you were ready to go. Then came the Internet, and everything became much more complicated. A big part of that complexity is that if you have an important game console, you now have to decide whether or not to subscribe to the services offered by Microsoft and Sony. We'll
cover Sony's PlayStation Plus service in another article, but if you have an Xbox One or Xbox 360 and you're curious about Xbox Live Gold, read on. What is Xbox Live Gold? Xbox Live Gold is a subscription service for xbox one console and Xbox 360 that grants you a feature pack. The most important features are: Free online multiplayer games each month Game Discounts
Xbox One owners get all those benefits, plus some additional benefits for players who want to share their game sessions online. For the purposes of this article, you do not need to enter them now. How much does an Xbox Live Gold subscription cost? If you sign up digitally through your Xbox 360 or Xbox One, the pricing structure breaks down this way: $9.99 for a month, $24.99
for three months, or $59.99 for a year. However, if you keep an eye on offering sites like SlickDeals, you can often find discounted subscriptions ranging from around $35 for a year. Let's address those features one by one. What is online multiplayer? Online multiplayer is the main reason most people subscribe to Xbox Live Gold. Every time a game allows you to play with other
people who aren't sitting in the room with you, that's online multiplayer. Online multiplayer is a key feature in many of the xbox platform's biggest games, including TitanFall, Destiny, Call of Duty, Halo and many more. No the world wants or needs to play their games online, but if you want to fully experience many modern games, you'll have to go online to do it. Source: thinkstock
What is this free games? Aside from online multiplayer, the most obvious reason to subscribe to Xbox Live Gold is free games. The selection of free games available differs from per month, but Microsoft always offers at least one game for Xbox One and Xbox 360 per month. Free titles are usually older games, but they're often very good games that you may have overlooked
when they came out. In 2014, for example, Microsoft offered 27 free Xbox 360 games to Xbox Live Gold subscribers. These games include Dark Souls, Sleeping Dogs, Saints Row: The Third, Dishonored and Halo: Reach, all of which are very good games and well worth playing. Xbox One games offered for free year-round weren't that good, which is to be expected, as the system
hasn't been around that long, and it has a more bare game library. You can expect your selection of free Xbox One games to improve over time. How do in-game discounts work? Each week, Microsoft selects a handful of games to offer at a reduced price to Xbox Live Gold subscribers. Call these selections Gold Deals. Sometimes the offers are very good, offering subscribers up
to 75% off the normal price. The only problem here is that you have to buy these games digitally, which is not ideal for people who prefer to have their games on discs. You can see which games are on sale to Xbox Live Gold members at any time here. Is an Xbox Live Gold subscription worthwhile? Probably. If you like to play online, it's definitely worth it, because that's the only
way you can play online with Xbox One or Xbox 360. However, even if you don't play online, it's probably worth buying an Xbox Live Gold subscription for free games. In 2014, Polygon reports, Microsoft gave Xbox Live Gold members $584 in free games. If you paid $60 for a one-year subscription, that's a great deal. Granted, you probably won't mind playing all the games you get
for free, but considering the variety on offer, chances are you'll play enough games to make it a worthwhile investment. Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed Check out Tech Cheat Sheet on Tech Cheat Sheet's Facebook More: After the NBA stopped their 2020 season on March 11 and the NHL, MLS, NCAA March Madness and MLB Spring Training followed suit, American sports
fans ran out of live sports to watch for nearly four months. In June and July, the major leagues played again, creating a crowded drop with the NFL, college football, the NHL Stanley Cup finals, the NBA finals, the WNBA finals, professional golf and the Triple Crown of horse racing all happening at once. You'd think it would be a sports fan's dream. But the eyeballs aren't back.
Audiences across all leagues have dropped considerably from 2019, according to Nielsen data. NBA, NFL, NHL, MLB finals audience on ESPN (DIS) averaged 7.45 million viewers per game, 51% less than last year. Game 3 was the worst-rated NBA Finals game in the record. Leading the Finals, the East Conference and the Western Conference Finals recorded an overall
decrease of 35%. NHL ratings increased by 40% when the league first played again on August 1, but the audience Cup finals on NBC (CMCSA) fell 61% from last year. In baseball, the 2020 ALCS and NLCS fell 30% overall combined (at least seen in the record), and the Fox World Series was the least watched in history, 32% less than the previous low. Qualifications for the
Kentucky Derby on NBC, which aired on September 5 (only the second time since 1945 that the race was not held on the first Saturday in May) was 49% compared to last year. Both U.S. Open tournaments were great: the final round of the U.S. Open golf tournament on NBC, normally played in June, was 55% compared to 2019; the audience for the U.S. Open tennis tournament
(male and female) at ESPN dropped 50% from 2019.LeBron James #23 of the Los Angeles Lakers reacts during the fourth quarter against the Miami Heat in the Sixth Game of the 2020 NBA Finals at adventHealth Arena at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex on October 11, 2020 in Lake, Vista. (Photo by Douglas P. DeFelice/Getty Images) Even the powerful NFL is taking
a dip: audiences dropped 11% until week 4 of the season. In NFL Week 5, the audience declined again. Sunday afternoon's national game on CBS (VIAC) between the New York Giants and the Dallas Cowboys was 7% of the equivalent game last year; Fox's Sunday slate in the NFL dropped 23% from last year's equivalent window; Sunday Night Football on NBC between the
Minnesota Vikings and the Seattle Seahawks fell 17% from last year's equivalent broadcast (but competed with GAME 6 of the NBA Finals). WNBA was the only exception between professional leagues: WNBA rankings increased by 15% overall, and the WNBA Finals game 3 audience on ESPN over the past year. So: Why are viewers tuning sports? First of all, it's not athlete
politics. While some vocal critics on Twitter (including President Trump, in a tweet about the NBA) have blamed Black Lives Matter and the social justice movement, that the leagues have encouraged (through TV spots and players wearing phrases on the back of T-shirts and helmets). But the drop in ratings is hitting all leagues (including MLB, which has not embraced the
movement on the field almost as much as the WNBA, NBA and NFL). And a September Marist survey of 1,560 American adults found that 46% of respondents said that the political postage of athletes has made no difference in their consumption of live television sports, Yahoo Sports writes. Another 21% said political postage has made them more likely to observe. Meanwhile,
NASCAR ratings have fallen by just 1% since the start of its season on February 17 the Daytona 500, suggesting that, contrary to what President Trump claimed in July, the ban on Confederate flags from NASCAR events did not leave many fans. An excess of live sportsA clear difference between this fall and the last: all sports are playing at once. When in the past would you
have heard an air promotion for the NBA Finals during Monday Night Football? The NBA Finals are usually in June. There's an excess of life causing caibly: two of the NBA Finals games were in games opposed to the NFL. The success of the first ratings of the NHL Playoffs, which returned on August 1 and enjoyed a few weeks before the crowded fall arrived, supports the theory
that too many live sports at once have hurt ratings for everyone. There is no prior comparison for what kind of NBA and NHL audiences they should get in the fall, against the NFL, as their seasons usually end in June. (It's also worth mentioning that championship pairings weren't a network's dream: Loskers vs Celtics probably would have qualified much better for ESPN than the
Lakers vs Heat, while the Tampa Bay Lightning vs Dallas Stars NHL matchmaking was far from ideal for NBC.) Tennessee Titans Quarterback Ryan Tannehill (17) delivers the ball in the first half of an NFL football game against buffalo bills on Tuesday, October 13, 2020, in Nashville, Tenn. (AP Photo/Wade Payne) Election year2020 is an election year. Live sports audiences in
the fall historically face success in the election years, while political news networks enjoy momentum. In fact, the current 11% drop for the NFL in general is exactly on par with the immersion ESPN saw in the first five weeks of the season in 2016.In 2016, Amid strong media coverage of declining NFL ratings, the NFL blamed the election on a statement, saying: The drop in ratings
during the first month of the season is probably due to a confluence of attention-led factors around our unprecedented presidential election. In an internal note to the NFL media committee, NFL media chief Brian Rolapp detailed: The effect of the presidential election on NFL ratings has been seen before: in 2000, during the campaign between George W. Bush and Al Gore, the
four NFL members suffered relegations year after year: Fox dropped by 4%, CBS dropped 10%, ABC dropped by 7%, and ESPN dropped by 11%. And then there's the global pandemic. In addition to the following election news, American sports fans have a lot of weight on them. The U.S. health crisis can simply make sports feel less important to many. Given last election year's
trend, this fall's sports ratings could have declined anyway, even without the pandemic, but seven months in some form of quarantine and mask wear exacerbated the disruption. Fan cuts fill seats during Game 3 of an American League baseball series between the Tampa Bay Rays and the New York Yankees on Wednesday, October 7, 2020, in San (AP Photo/Jae C. Hong) No
amateur in the standsFially, returning to play during the pandemic, with all the necessary health and safety precautions, has also changed how games look on TV. The NBA showed screens with virtual fans in their bubble games; most major league baseball stadiums place cardboard clippings of fan photos in their stands; in early NFL games, nets pumped false noise from the
crowd. It certainly hasn't been the viewing experience of the past, and for many fans, it downplayed the appeal. Sometimes, in some cases, silence has made the game seem less exciting. The most similar cause of falling ratings is a perfect storm of all these external factors: a global pandemic that drove some sports viewers away; continuous health and safety measures that
changed the way live sports were seen once they returned; and a very controversial election that is coming. For the big stations, there is a much scarier possibility, beyond 2020: that after four months without sports, many viewers may have discovered that they did not miss it so much. And with more content available than ever before from streaming platforms like Netflix, Amazon,
Hulu, Disney+ and premium cable, those viewers may not return.—Daniel Roberts is a general publisher of Yahoo Finance and covers the sports business up close. Follow him on Twitter on readDanwrite.La biggest story of the 2020 NFL season is not the pandemic, but it's bettingThat the sports industry is thirsty for SPACsMichael Jordan gets stake in DraftKings, waves of
DeNASCAR stock The only black pilot ofNASCAR Bubba Wallace changed the sport forever in 2 daysAs live sports return to television, so DraftKings and FanDuel adsDraftKings complete the merger to go public, even when sports close
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